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The Fast Facts on NRK

•License funded public 
broadcasting house
•3500 employees
•HQ in Oslo
•16 regional offices
•2 nat’l TV channels
•9 radio channels
•market leader

•Offers content and 
interactive services on:

–internet
•including broadband

–wap
–sms
–pda
–DAB
–digital-TV
–MMS
–tele-text
–IVR
–mobile TV
–radio and TV



Positioning 
the viewers of 
Standpunkt



A world first: Positioning the viewers

Press for video



Adding editorial value

•Location of opinion holder is often relevant 

•Norway is a rural and diverse country where 
opinions on certain topics tend to differ in various 
parts of the country

•EU
•Road taxes
•Fishing
•Alcohol
•Politics
•Soccer



Shows local differences in polls

•Location of opinion holder is often relevant
•Rural areas vs. cities
•EU: North vs. south
•Olympic games 2014: Tromsø vs. the rest 

•Results shown on maps 

•Extra demographical information can be used



Positioning the viewers in polls



More legitimate

Perceived as more legitimate than questions from 
journalists.

A person from northern Norway is likely to know a 
lot more about fishing than someone from Oslo.

Politicians think of viewers as potential voters



Increasing revenues?

More viewers participate now than before

Hard to pinpoint positioning as only factor

Viewers now expect to hear where in Norway the 
comments come from

Builds lojalty



New editorial possibilities

•Chatting with people in your area on TV (NRKs 16 
local offices cover all of Norway)

•Competitions

•Games

•Multimedial possibilities: TV, Internet and radio



Global Messaging 2004

The solution that uses SMS location information 
in the TV show Standpunkt was awarded the 
Mobile Messaging Award for Best Use of 
Interactivity in May, 2004.



Other ways for a 
broadcaster to 
use positioning



Videosnutt frå Eirik



First in Europe with MMS on TV



Cars, kids and loads of dogs!



MMS and location based info

Suddenly everyone is a potential reporter

Newsworthy events

Celebrities

Sports

Personal photos

When the users work as our content gatherers, 
positioning works as a way of checking the sources.

Sending a news photo to the right NRK office



Limiting rights 

Stright rules applies to many TV rights, 
especially when it comes to sports, films 
and foreign TV series.

By positioning the users via wap or SMS 
we give the viewers what is cleared in that 
territory 

For other content The Norwegian language 
works as a good cryptization mechanism.



Content based on location

Local news

Traffic info

Water temperatures

Snow depths for skiers

Are mussels edible or not 
in your area? 

Commercial services



Then and now



The value of being early

NRK sees the mobile as a very important 
channel in the future and puts a lot of effort 
into content and services. 

It’s very important to hit the market at the 
right time, that usually means first.

MMS

MMS on TV

Positioning SMS on TV

Mobile-TV



Thank you for your time!

Press for video


